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PART III - GENERAL ACTIVITIES OF TG 132.1 

I. MISSION 

The mission of TG 132.1 was comprised of the following 

responsibilities: . 

1. To prepare for shipment, assemble and place the 

devices to be tested. 

2. To arm and 

3. To conduct 

4. To conduct 

5, To provide 

detonate the devices to be tested. 

the experimental measurement programs* 

the radiological safety program. 
; 

technical and documentary photographic coverage. 

6. To assume responsibility for the successful completion 

of tasks outlined in Annex E, CJTF Operations Plan No. 2-52. 

7. To maintain detailed records of TG 132.1 activities 

during all phases of Operation IW, and keep JTF 132 informed 

as to the TG 132.1 status of operations, providing specific 

information regarding unforeseen obstacles to the successful 

completion of this mission. 

8. To be 

unloading, and 

monitoring) of 

as required. 

responsible for 

supervision (to 

test samples at 

the packaging, loading, transfer, 

include radiological safety 

all points and in transit 
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II. ORGANIZATION AND COMMAND RELATIONSHIPS 

J-Division of the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, Los 

Alamos, New Mexico is a permanent test unit within the 

Laboratory established to supervise experimental tests for 

the AEC and to assure continuity of plans for atomic testing 

programs. In preparation for Operation IVY, J-Division 

became the nucleus of an organization which was expanded by 

the addition of civilian personnel from the AEC and AEC 

contractors and military personnel of JTF 132. In addition 

two military support units, Radiological Safety and Documentary _ 

Photography, were appended to the test group which was form- 

ally activated as Ta& Group 132.1 of Joint Task Force 132 on 

2 January 1952. 

The organization and command relationships of TG 132.1 

are depicted on the charts attached as Ap_endix A to this 

report. 

The relationships between TG 132.1 and JTF 132 were as 

would normal:ty 

command. Task 

for conducting 

be expectedbetween a subordinate and a higher 

Group 132.1, having the immediate responsibility 

the experimental programs tiich were the heart 

of Operation IVY, received much support from the Headquarters, 

JTF 132 and the other Task Groups comprising the Task Force. 

-39 3 
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In general the requirements submitted during the planning 

phase were approved by JTF I32 and during the operations phase 

this Task Group received excellent cooperation and support from 
c 

the Army, Navy, and Air Force Task Groups in providing these 

requirements. 

III. PLANNING AND TRAINING 

A. Device Planning 

One of the major purposes of Operation GREEIHOUSE was to 

ans-tier key questions relating to the possibility of developing 

thermonuclear explosions. George and Item Shots were 3nporta:nt 

steps in the investigation of basic problems in the developme:nt 

of the thermonuclear device. 

By August 1951, the Chairman of the United States Atomic 

Energy Commission had stated in a letter that a thermonuclear 

device would probably not be ready for testing prior to the 

Winter of 1952-53. However, in late October 1951, he reported 

that progress in research and developent activities hadbeen 

such_that a more realistic date for planning purposes appeared 

to be-the Fall of 1952, possibly 1 October. In addition to the 

thermonuclear device to be tested on Operation IVY, the Director 

of the Los Alamos Scientific Iaboratory instructed J-Division 

(Test Division) to plan for an air drop of a high-yield (500 KT) 

fission weapon as a second IVY event. 

-40 4 
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Due to the frequent nunber of fli&ts required by Project 

5.3, this project was inconvenienced considerably bjr the above 

- conditions. 

After obtaining permission 

Midway, Guam, Wake, alld Hawaii, 

to make direct arrangement6 for 

authorities on the islands, and 

air transportation from Hickam. 

VII. SIIDT F'HASE EVACUATION 

A. Mike Shot 

fbom CJTF 132 and CINCPAC to US8 

project personnel were authorized 

housing and subsistence with the 

to arrange for MATS or commercial 

Preparation for Mike Zhot was made more difficult by the 

necessity of evacuating all personnel from Eniwetok Atoll, the 

latter course of action being dictated, in the interests of safety, 

by the large expected energy release of the Mike device. Although 

early planning for the evacuation of Eniwetok Atoll dates back 
1 

prior to the evacuation conferences held at Los Alamos on 10 June 

1952, there were many details which of necessity were not completed 

until just a few days prior to the shot, 

On 29 September a peliminary meeting on evacuation was held 

by Headquarters , JTF 132 with representatives of all Task Groups 

present. The purpose of this meting was to establish a working 

committee to study and prepare evacuation plans for the orderly 



evacuation of personnel. and material from biwetok Atoll prior 

to Mike Shot. At this meeting some of the problems involved 

_. 
in the evacuation of personnel and material were discussed. This 

group recommended that an Evacuation Committee be established 

with membership composed of one or more members from each Task 

Group and Task Force Headquarters4 IX Co1 Ri D. Denchf'ield of 

JTF 132 was named Chairman of the Evacuatibn 

The first meeting of this committee was 

September. Representatives of J-l, J-3, and 

TG 132.1 attended' this meeting. A TG 132.1 

PlannFng Committee4 

held at 0900 on 25 

J-4 Sections of 

Troop Quatermaster ; 

was nominated at this meeting. Such problems as mail while afloat, 

hold baggage, preparation of plans and loading schedules for pass- 

engersand cargo were discussed by the committee, 

Additional meetings of ths Evacuation Planning Committee 

were held on 30 September, 1 and 3 October, to discuss further 

evacuation plans. Allocation of perscnnel by Task Groups to the 

evacuation vessels was completed, subject to late changes. At 

the Comnanders Staff Conference on 8 October, the Commander, TG 

132.3 reported that thz Navy Task Group was concerned about the 

apparent difficulty experienced in establishing evacuation 

schedules for both material and personnel. Task Group 132.3 had 

prepared a boat evacuation schedule &ich was presented to th 

6 
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Evacuation Planning Committee for consideration. Captain 

Knickerbocker explained that during the meetings held during t?& 
- 

previous two weeks by the Evacuation Comnittee, difficulty wab 
\ 

experienced in firming up evacuation. plans due to the inability 

of some committee members to obtain detailed data from their 

respective.Task Groups. 

The assignment of personnel to the various ships was dependent 

upon the operational requirements of the individual, The operational 

functions of the principal evacuation ships of TG 132.3 were as i ; 

follows: 

uss ESTES 

USS CURTISS 

USS RDDOVA 

USNS SHANKS -7 

USNS COLLINS w- 

Command an&Firing Group 

Weapon Assembly and Cryogenics 

Radiological Safety and Recovery Partiea 

Majority of personnel not assigmd to other 
vessels 

In addition to the above ships, representing the major evacuation 

of the Task Group, sane personnel wre aboard ships of the Scripps 

Institute expedition, the USS UO, the USS OAKHILL, and other 

ships-of the evacuation fleet. 

5sofa.r as was feasible, every man was evacuated to assigned 

space on an appropriate ship as soon as his contribution to Mike 

Shot preparation was completed. Naturally, ho-dever, the bulk of 

3 
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the evacuation had to be accomplished &ring the last few days, 

A detailed chronological check list which scheduled all intra-atoll 

transportation of personnel and equipment, was prepared to cover 

the five-day period prior to shot time. (Reference: Operational 

Directives M-12, M-XX, and Change No. 1 to M-12A, dated 26 

October, 29 October, and 30 October 1952, respectively.) Each 

task unit and experiment& project was consulted prior to the 

issuance of the list, to insure that it contained appropiate 

entries to allow: (1) the completion of all experimental read- 

iness work, (2) evacuation of equipnent andsupplies from the 

northern islands, and finally (3) availability of a boat or 

helicopter for evacuation of personnel to the appropriate ship. 

It was also adjusted to the framework of the Task Force check 

list, in order to conform with ship movements and general policies 

established by CJTF 132. 

The project personnel of TU 1 posed the greatest problems, 

both evacuation and intra-atoll transportation-wise, @marily 

because of the requirement that each piece of experimental- 

equipent be left unattended the shortest feasible time before - 

it is utilized on a shot. As a result a member of the J-3 

Section, TG 132.1 was given the mission of assuring that the 

evacuation of ,each project individual tas adequately provided for, 
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by name, after that individual!8 work was done. Personal liaison 

!- 
. . 

with the appropriate project officer was utilized to accomplis:h 

__ 
this mission, rather than t& issuance of directives and lists, 

because of the changeable nature of experimental duties prior 

to a detonation. 

As space aboard the USS ESTFSj CURTISS, and RENDGVA was 

critical, these ships presented tha greatest problem in working 

out assignments and passenger lists. Up u.ntilM-3 days major 

changes in the assignments to these ships were taking place due ; 

to changes in the operational requirements of the technical groups. ' 

For thisreason it was impractical to work up h inal pissenger lists 

of TG 132.1 personnel prior to M-3 days. Those 1 4 sts which were 

prepared on 11-11~ days required many correctionsaridthe final and 

accurate lists on each ship were made as the ship got underway, 

out 

and 

were 

Were 

from 

Insofar as possible ship andquarters assignments here worked 

by the J-1 Section in close liaison with the Chief of Staff 

the J-3 Section. Cards stating ship and quarters assignments 

issued to all personnel. Last-minute assignments to quarters 

handled by the J-l representative aboard each st-hp, 

In order :to assure that all personneluere actually evacuated 

the Atoll a muster was conducted of all TG 132.1 personneIL& 

Tho-.Task Group was divided into 15 muster @oupS, each with an 

4 
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appointed muster officer and sub-muster officers. Four days prior 

to the shot, a list of each muster group was distributed to the 

-_ 
respective muster officers. Additions and corrections were 

sent to the Headquarters Com&ndant by M-2 days. OnM-1 day each 
. . 

muster ofticer turned in a Signed copy of themuster list indicating 

those personnel_ who wzre accounted for. 

Muster for M-l day was conducted at 1230 hours. Each mu&r 

officer reported to the J-l representative at his location, whether 

ashore or afloat, who in turn reported via radio to the Headquarters 
; 

Commandant aboard the USNS SHANKS, Upon completion of the muster ; 

the Headquarters Commandant reported to J-I aboard the USS ESTES.. 

Persons reported ashore on the 1230 muster were checked by a J-l _ 

representative as they arrived aboard their evacuation vessel. 

The J-l representative reported periodically to the Task Group muster 

officer until all personnel were shown on board. The Firing Party 

and a few technical personnel were mustered aboard the USS ESTES 

just prior to that ship's departure from the lagoon, at which 

time all 

B. King 

A7.l 

personnel were accounted for. 

Shot 

islands of the Atoll other than Eniwetok ax-d Parry Island 

xere evacuated for King Shot. Compared to the Mike Shot evacuation 

thisposed a dmple problem, but the method of solution was some- 

what similar. Again a chronological check list was prepared to 
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schedule all intra-atoll transportation of personnel and 

equipment - this time for the three and one-half day period 

-. 
prior to the shot. The list was not issued however, but rather 

used as a work sheet for the construction of Operational Directive 

K-3 which was issued in itsstead - a combined airlift ad boat 

schedule. 

Evacuation of all northern islands other' than Runit was 

i 
completed the after-noon of M-l day, and a partial safety sheep 

made by klicopter. Runit was evacuated the evening of K-l day, 
: 

except for two 'Holmes and Narver power house personnel who remained I 

on duty all night. A muster was conducted the evening of K-l day. 
.g 

On the morning of K-day the power house was llbuttoned-up", a final 

check of selected instrumentation was made, and the final safety 
.N 

sweep was conducted. Evacuation was completed by 0830 hours, at 

which time the drop aircraft entered the area. 

Although the Atoll was not completely evacuated for King Stit, 

the potential for such an evacuation was maintained - as insurance 

against the eventuality of hazardous post-shot fall-out on Parry 

and Eniwetok Islands. No such fall-out occurred, hence the potential 

was notiutilized. 

hove procedures. 

VIII. OmTIONS 

The postponment of K-day did not alter the 

AFLOAT 

Headquarters, TG 132.1 established a Comand Post afloat on 

- 
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the USS ESTES at 1700 M-l Day. Onboard this ship was installed 

firing control equipment for detonation of the Hike device by 

_- remote control and communication facilities for adequate control 

.of other elements of the Task Group aboard other vessels. 

By 2230 M-l Day evacuation of Eniwetok Atoll was completed 

except for the Firing Party on the shot island and a small'detail 

onParry. The Firing Party after completing their instrumentation 

and Firing Party check-out lists departed the shot island at 01.00 

via AVR and returned to the USS ESTFS, which was moored.off Parry ~ 

Island. The ESTES then proceeded to sea and maneuvered so as to ’ 
L 

be at a position 30 miles, bearing 135 degrees true from the shot 

island at zero hour. The firing control room on board the USS ESTES 

consisted of two television monitor scopes for observing the positions 

of timing signals, no-go indicators and the monitor dials of various 

important systems of the device itself, and a control panel located 

between the two monitor scopes to permit the use of three radio 

links for control of the timing signals, sequence timer, and ths 

emergency stop. In the appropriate sequence the controls were 

activate_d tc detonate the device at 0715M, 1 November 1952. 

The Gunnery and Landing Force Office was used as the Command 

Post by CTG 132,J afloat. This space was equipped with the 

necessary communication and monitoring facilities to provide for 

- 48. 
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the control of other elements of the 

The Command Post returned 

- IX, SAMPLERETURN 

The return of radioactive 

within the 21 ws accomplished 

Aircraft. These aircraft were 

Task Croup. 

to Parry Island at 0800Mf2 days. 

samples to various laboratories 

C 

with specifically assigned MATS 

designated by the word Easy preceded 

by the flightnurber. Numbers one through four were for Mike Shot, 

and numbers five through eight were for King Shot. For each pair 

of such flights an efira plane was assigned for emergency backup 

purposes. Although no emergencies arose, two of the backup 
: 

planes ware utilized for additional sample return, one for Mike 

Shot which bore the designation Four Easy Extra andxnc for King 

Shot which bore the designation Eight Easy Extra. More complete 

details of the planning for this phase of the operation are included 

in JTF 132 SOP No. 76-k dated 4 September 1952 as amended by SOP 

No. 76-&i,. dated 18 October 1952, and need not be repeated here,, 

The outline below indicates in part the results of that planning, 

to include modiXications made necessary by unforeseen conditions 

in the field. 

Flight Number Comments 

Yx As planned 

2E As planned 

3 - , 7. ;;:.;..? :a. . 
. . -_ -” J . .._ * 

* a!iwmm, - 
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4EE 

e-w 

Program 4 samples not on board because of unavoid- 
able delay in sample recovery, Otherwise as planned, 

Departed Eniwatok, +rith first available Program 4 
samples, at approximately H { 68 hours. Program 5 
samples not aboard because of insufficient recovery 
time having been allowed. AFOAT-1 samples on-loaded 
at Kwajalein as planned, but off-loaded at tiavis 
and held for &E. Flight terminated, and Program 
4 sanples off-loaded at Kirtland. 

Departed Eniwetok, with bulk of Program 5 samples, 
at approximately H t( 115 hours. Carried tritium 
containers from Kwajalein to Kirtland. Picked up 
AFOAT-1 samples at Travis as indicated above6 
Served effectively to clean up the.buZc of Mike 
Shot sample return requirements, ; 

Remainder of Mike Shot samples returned to 21 via ’ 
regular MATS flights as required. : 

As planned 

As planned 

73 Departed Eniwatok at approximately H # 32 hours, 
with first available samples for Program 4 and 
AFO_4T-1. Picked up additional AFOAT-1 samples 
at Kwajalein. Program 4 samples off-loaded at 
Kirtland. AFOAT-1 .samples off-loaded, and flight 
terminated at Logan. 

8E Departed Eniwetok at approximately H # 48 hours, 
with samples for Programs 4 and 5. Picked up 
AFOP_T-1 samples at Kwajalein. Program b samples 
off-loaded at Kirtland, alld Program 5 samples off- 

- loaded at Friendship6 AFOAT-1 samples off-loaded, 
and flight terminated at Logan. 



i 

BEE Departed Eniwetok at approximately H { 56 hours, 
kith final noup of Program & samples. This 
flight was also utilized to return Prograrr 1 
instruments, the high priority of such a return 
being dictated by 21 test planning. Flight 
terminated, andlload transferred to CARCO for 
transport to Los Alamos, at Travis, 

?% thus see that the sample return mission was accomplished, 

The chain of events first indicated by the lack of Program !.4 .samples 

on Flight 3E directed attention to several weaknesses in the plan 

outlined in the above mentioned SOP's that one hopes to avoid for 

future operat!ions; A suggested solution to these weaknesses is 

discussed under the REXOIJMENDATIONS section of this report.. _r 

X. RECOVZRY OPERATIONS 

The recovery of experimental data, samples, and equipment after 

Mike and King Shots of Operation IVY involved extensive coordination 

between experiientors, the intra-atoll transportation system, and 

the radiological safety organization (Task Unit 7). Each recovey 

team was accompanied by a TU 7 representative responsible for mo& 

itoring the radiation levels encountered and advising the senior 

member of the party as to potential hazard. Each recovery team 

member was supplied with a pocket-size integrating dosimeter, a 

film badge, and appropriate protecti!Pe clothing by TU 7. Recovey 

party size was dictated both by the type of work to be done and 

COPIED/DOE : 
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by the principle of keeping each party as small as possible - in 

-_ order that personnel would not be subjected to radiation exposures 

without necessity. 

The type of transportation utilized by a particular recovery 

party was.dictated by the location of the material to be recovered, 

the radiological safety situation at that location, and the priority 

of the experiment. The major portion of the required airlift was 
. 

accomplished with TG 132J helicopters, operating from the USS 

REJDOVA flight deck on M, M /: 1, and M # 2 days, and from the 
; 

Parry airstrip thereafter. 1 

The order in &ich recovery operations here accomplished 

was fixed by a. combination of radiological safety conditions 

and experiment priorities, the latter being designated by the 

Scientific Deputy of TG 132.1. 

For Kike Shot recovery, the responsibility for scheduling 

of required intra-atoll transportation was delegated to TU 7. . 

Such an arrangement, was seen to be faulty after the re-establish- 

ment of this*:Fnadquarters on Parry Island, however, since 

contin_tig recovery requirements and the necessity for King Shot 

8 . . 
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preparation inplied 
$& 

separate offices (TU 7 and J-3, this head- 

_ quarters) scheduling intra-atoll airlift for a single dispetcher. 
g 

This situation was rectified for King Shot, and Operational Dir- 
,@ 

ective K-4 was used as a guide by the air and boat dispatchers,, --r .C *>- 
The detai:Led recovery plans of the two shots were prepared 

byTU7in 

to include 

projects. 

coordination Cth Dr. Ogle's office and the J-3 Section, 
:@ 

the appropriate priority classification of experimental 
?& 

(Reference'? Appendix II to Annex H, 
%r 

Operation Order 
; 

No. l-52, TG 132.1, W.$ce Recovery Programft, dated 30 October 

1952 and Appendix III?0 Annex H, Operation Order l-52, "King . 

Recovery Program", dated 12 November 1952.) 

Generally speaking, recovery operations were successful 

and ware conducted as planned. The extensive contamination 

and destruction resfiting fromMike Shot caused delays; 
_( 

these, however, were q9avoidable, and the problem of dual 
.*. 
- i 

scheduling mentioned above was not posed by recovery itself. 
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XI. POST SHUT BE-ENTRY 

A. Mike Shot 
_- 

Shortly after the detonation of the Mike device the Task Force 

vessels moved to an area south of miwetok Atoll and awaited the 

results of the radiological surveys upon which the re-entry plan was 

to be based. The radiological safety surveys were accomplished by 

personnel of TU-7 with ths supoort of the Navy Helicopters from the 

uss RENDOVA. 

At approximately H+lO minutes an aerial survey helicopter took ; 

off from the USS RF,NDOVA to go directly to Parry Island. This heli- 
L 

copter then flew over the center of each island in the chain in the 

direction of the shot island at an altitude of 25 ft and at a ground 

speed of about 10 mph. While flying over each island, read-Lngs were 

taken with a TIB Survey Heter. It was planned to make a survey of 

the entire atoll, but this helicopter became contaminated while 

going through a rain squall and the survey had to be completed later. 

At H+40 minutes the TG 132.4 emergency re-entry party and rad- 

iological safety monitors went ashore to re-open the airstrip facil- 

ities on %iwetok Island. At H+bS minutes the Holmes and Narver 

utilities crew and a radiological monitor were taken ti Parry Island. 

Commencing at approximately H+2 hours the TG 132.1 Scientific 

Deputy and a radiological safety monitor accomplished a damage md 

- 54 - 












































